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Multidimensional Geographic Information Science (Geographic Information Systems Workshop)CRC Press, 2000
This book has been a long time in the making. The origins of the ideas in this book lie in 1990 when I attended a NATO-funded Advanced Study Institute in Las Navas del Marqués in Spain on ‘Cognitive and Linguistic Aspects of Geographic Space’, organised by Andrew Frank and David Mark. After a long gestation, I started to write...
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The Cichlids Yearbook Volume 2Cichlid Press, 1992

	No less than eighteen authors have put together the second volume of the cichlids yearbook. It was pleasing that almost all contributors to the first volume were able to write down another piece of their knowledge and experience in this one. In addition eight new authors have written for this volume. Another pleasing fact is that Horst Walter...
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Social Location Marketing: Outshining Your Competitors on Foursquare, Gowalla, Yelp & Other Location Sharing SitesQue, 2011

	Social Location Marketing


	 


	Breakthrough social location marketing techniques for promoting your service, product, or venue!


	 


	Social Location Marketing offers...
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Professional Event Coordination (The Wiley Event Management Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Introducing a clear path toward event excellence    

A comprehensive guide to essential competencies for event coordinators    

Professional Event Coordination examines the full event planning process and provides the tools and strategies to effectively procure, organize, implement, and monitor all the products, services, and...
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PartisanHarperCollins, 1945

	I am deeply grateful to Second Lieutenant Denvir for giving me

	the opportunity to write this book, and for his patient and

	good-natured submission to a cross-examination lasting many

	weeks. My thanks are due also to Mrs Denvir, whose

	hospitality made this cross-examination so much easier for all of

	us, and to Major-General HK...
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Selected Papers of Richard Feynman: With CommentaryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2000
As its title indicates, this volume contains a selection of Feynman's important scientific papers together with short comments. Most of the papers contain pure research, but among them are scattered some articles that are largely pedagogical, such as published lectures that Feynman gave at advanced physics workshops and summer schools. As the...
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